FALL INTO TRAINING

Don’t miss out on the IIA GAC & AGA Chicago Chapters, “Fall into Training” virtual event. Join us on an educational journey to develop new skills and acquire learning tools that are part of the ongoing changes in the public sector & Government accounting professions.

Event Title: IIA GAC/AGA Chicago Chapter Fall into Training

Date: December 6, 2023

Time: 12:00 pm to 4:30 pm (CT Zone)

Location: Virtual

Cost: $30.00 Members/$40.00 Non-Members

CPE: 4 NASBA

Register at: https://na.eventscloud.com/769322

Topics:

- Contract compliance in government entities
- Cybersecurity trends
- Governmental risk assessment and internal audit plan considerations
- Third party risk management related to contract with SAAS application providers

*PLEASE NOTE: Schedule changes may occur that affect speakers, topics, etc…